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Across
1. Track changes
5. ______ edit
9. ___ dash
10. ___ dash
11. Compare (Lat.)
12. Due date
15. Moving portrait?
16. Article
17. German article
18. Once-dominant music storage medium
20. Not off
21. Cross out
25. Rev. ___
26. The Chicago Manual of _____
27. Uppercase
30. Lossless image format (pl. abbr.)
34. Insertion symbol
35. Trade places
38. Common expletive
39. Meaning
40. Film ______
41. Trade places (abbr.)
42. Proofreader’s target
44. Author’s journey
45. Circular ratio
46. Finished document

Down
1. Edit
2. Edit
3. Reporter’s intro
4. Run in with the text
6. Change agents?
7. Facsimile
8. Creative ______
11. Like AD but not BC
13. Preposition
14. It’s been revised
19. That is (Lat.)
22. Tennis do-over
23. Proofreader’s target
24. Battery
27. Copy (abbr.)
28. Activity on the press
29. ___ type or type____
31. Old Paris bread (abbr.)
32. Send a copy, maybe
33. Tin symbol
36. Maker of hard copies
37. Extract
39. Place for books
40. _____ word
41. Preposition
43. Type of pronoun (abbr.)
44. Bargain ___
45. Penna.